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Abstract
Inspired by recent research, we explore ways to model the highly morphological
Finnish language at the level of characters while maintaining the performance of
word-level models. We propose a new Character-to-Word-to-Character (C2W2C)
compositional language model that uses characters as input and output while still
internally processing word level embeddings. Our preliminary experiments, using
the Finnish Europarl V7 corpus, indicate that C2W2C can respond well to the
challenges of morphologically rich languages such as high out of vocabulary rates,
the prediction of novel words, and growing vocabulary size. Notably, the model
is able to correctly score inflectional forms that are not present in the training data
and sample grammatically and semantically correct Finnish sentences character
by character.
1 Introduction
Character level language models have attracted significant research attention recently in the deep
learning community [18, 5, 20, 2, 14, 15]. Character level language models have certain advantages
over word level models, which tend to struggle with applications that require a large vocabulary or
need to tackle high out-of-vocabulary word rates. In many cases increasing vocabulary size quickly
multiplies the parameter count, making word-level models complex and slow to train. Furhermore,
with highly inflectional languages such as Turkish, Russian, Hungarian or Finnish word level models
fail to encode part-of-speech information embedded into the morphology of inflected words.
Among highly morphological languages Finnish is one of the most complex. Hence the Finnish
language provids an interesting testbed for research in character level language models. It has a large
number of inflectional types for both nouns and verbs and it uses suffixes to express grammatical
relations. As an example, the single Finnish word talossanikin corresponds to the English phrase
in my house, too. Bojanowski et al. [2] report the vocabulary size and out-of-vocabulary rate of
various European languages for a set of experiments on the Europarl dataset [17]. For Finnish these
values were reported to be 10 % and 37 % higher respectively, compared to Hungarian, which had
the second hightest reported values.
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Figure 1: C2W2C model overall structure
In this study we propose a new Character-to-Word-to-Character (C2W2C) compositional lan-
guage model for modeling Finnish. The model combines ideas from [20] and [5], and consists of
three logical parts: (1) the Character-to-Word C2W model inspired by [20], (2) a traditional LSTM
Language Model [28], and (3) a Word-to-Character W2C decoder model inspired by [5]. The entire
model is implemented sequentially, so the output from any logical part can be used as an input for
the next one. Thus, the model can be trained and used with a single pass without any preliminary
sub-word tokenization or word classification. Also, all the parts are independent, so they can be
trained individually. The structure of C2W2C model is described in Figure 1.
The rest of our discussion is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3
describes our language model architecture in more detail. Section 4 and 5 present our experiment
setup and the model performance results. Section 6 contains the conclusions.
2 Related work
The usual approach in neural language modeling is to use so-called one-hot vectors [25] to represent
input and output words of the model. However, the number of parameters linearly follow the size
of the vocabulary, hence resulting into scalability issues for large vocabularies. Ling et .al [20]
proposed a new Character-to-Word model (C2W) to solve this issue. In C2W, the traditional word-
level projection layer is replaced with a character-level Bidirectional LSTM unit that produced word
embeddings to the language model LSTM. As a result, the input layer parameters are reduced from
4M to 180k with a dataset from the Wikipedia corpus. Also noticeable performance improvements
were reported compared to traditional word-level models. Here we use the C2W model of [20] as
part of our C2W2C model.
In [15] Kim et al. propose a convolutional neural network and a highway network over characters
(CharCNN), whose output is given to a LSTM language model. With this setup, the authors managed
in par performance with state-of-art models with 60% fewer parameters. The work in [14] proposes
also a solution by using convolution networks, but use a CharCNN as a part of the output layer. The
architecture of this model followes the original work of [15], but instead of having the projection
layer for output, they use a CharCNN to create word embeddings, which they combine with a context
vector from a language model layer to produce an output word logit function. Other alternative
approaches in dealing with the large output vocabulary size are the hierachical softmax [11, 23],
importance sampling [1], and noice contrast estimation [12, 24]. Although these methods work well
and give speedups without significant performance penalties, they do not remove the challenges of
out-of-vocabulary words.
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Figure 2: The structure of C2W model
Cho et al. [5] proposed a new two-stage encoder-decoder RNN performing machine translations
from characters to characters. They use the previous encoder-decoder work of [4] and gated-
feedback networks [6] as a basis and built an adaptive ”Bi-Scale Recurrent Neural Network”, where
the idea is to model sentences by using two layers. The ”faster layer” models the fast-changing
timescale (i.e. words), and the ”slower layer” modeles the slower-changing timescale (i.e. charac-
ters). The layers were gated so that the produced context vector was an adaptive combination of
the activations of both layers, and that context was used to decode the translation characters. In this
paper we use a character-level decoder as a part of its C2W2C model similar to [5].
Recent research, including [22, 2, 21] have indicated the need for more research on subword level
models for morphologically rich languages. However, sub-word level language models have been
studies previously. Creutz and Lagus [7] introduced an unsupervised morpheme segmentation and
morphology induction algorithm called Morfessor. Vilar et al. [29] translated sentences character by
character, but the results of this technique were inferior to those of word-based approaches. Botha
and Blunsom [3] proposed a word segment-level language model.
In this paper we apply neural language modelling especilly to the Finnish language. Previous work
done towards tackling the complexites of Finnish morpoholgy include [19] and [26]. Most recent
work on neural language modeling applied to the Finnish language are [9] and [8]. Chung et al. [5]
demonstrate their machine translation work using Finnish as one of their target languages.
3 A compositional language model
3.1 Character to Word model
The character-to-word (C2W) model is the first part of the C2W2C model. The implementation
mainly follows [20]. The responsibility of C2W in C2W2C is to transform the input context word
sequence ω1...ωn into dW -dimensional word embeddings w1...wn. The word embeddings capture
3
Figure 3: The C2W2C language model structure
the characteristics of each of the words in the given context. These characteristics contain, for
example, part-of-speech information (noun, verb, adjective, etc.), grammatical tense, and inflection
information that is usually encoded into the words in highly inflectional languages (e.g. Finnish
words auto, autossa, autosta as opposed to their English counterparts a car, in the car, from the car).
C2W2C contains the first two layers from the original C2W model implementation: (1) charac-
ter lookup table and (2) Bi-LSTM generating the word embeddings for the given word sequence
ω1...ωn. These first two C2W layers are illustrated in Figure 2. More details can be found from
[20].
3.2 Language Model
The language model component of C2W2C is a standard 2-layer LSTM network [13] that takes word
embeddingsw1...wn as an input and yields the state sequence sW0 ...s
W
n as an ouput. In training time,
the intermediate states sW0 ...s
W
n−1 are discarded and the actual context embedding c is selected by
taking the last state of the computed state sequence. The overall structure of the LM of C2W2C is
shown in Figure 3.
3.3 Word to Character model
The Word to Character (W2C) model is the final part of C2W2C mode. Its goal is to decompose the
context embedding c back to a sequence of characters along the lines of the work of [5] and [4].
The full implementation of the character-level encoder-decoder [5] contains two adaptive decoder-
RNN [4] layers whose goal is to translate characters from a source word sequence x1...xn into a
target word sequence y1...yn. However, since C2W2C tries to predict only a single target word, our
W2C implementation has only one layer following the details of the original decoder-RNN.
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Figure 4: The structure of W2C model
W2C works as follows: The layer receives the context embedding c from the language model and
combines it with the predecessor character ct−1 of the predicted character ci. By using these two
components, the RNN decoder maintains a hidden state h over every predicted character. The used
RNN implementation is a variant of Gated Recurrent Unit [4], with the difference that instead of
relying only on the hidden state ht−1, the RNN also uses an embedding of the predecessor character
cEt−1 to get the next state ht by using the following formula:
ht = ztht−1 + (1− zt)h′t
h′t = tanh(WhcEt−1 + rt(Uhht−1 +Chc))
zt = σ(Wzc
E
t−1 +Uzht−1 +Czc)
rt = σ(Wrc
E
t−1 +Urht−1 +Crc)
(1)
The initial cE0 is a zero vector, and the initial hidden state is initialized by using the context vector
and tanh activation:
h0 = tanh(Vc)
Each state ht of the received state sequence h1...hm is combined with the context vector and the
previous character embedding cEt−1, and the logit for the predicted character index (in VC) is received
by running the combined embedding through a 2-feature Maxout network [10] and projecting the
result to the VC index space:
cIt = PIst
st = max{s′1t , s′2t}
s′it = O
i
hht +O
i
ec
E
t−1 +O
i
cc+ b
(2)
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Probabilities of the predicted characters are received by running Softmax activation over the logit
vectors. The overall structure of W2C is illustrated in Figure 4.
4 Experiment: Finnish Language Modeling
We examine how well the C2W2C model can model the Finnish language. We are interested in
the models capability to learn word-level relationships, find the meaning of the different inflection
forms (e.g. auton, ‘of the car’, autossa, ‘in the car’) as well as cope with part of speech information
(e.g. Pekka ajaa punaista autoa, ‘Pekka drives a red car’) of a word in the context of a sentence.
4.1 Dataset
We chose the text corpus of Finnish translations of Europarl Parallel Corpus V71 [17] as our test
dataset. The text data was was tokenized with Apache OpenNLP open-source tool2 and using
Finnish tokenizing model from Finnish Dependency Parser project3. The tokenized text data was
converted into a lower-case form. No further pre-processing or word segmentation was done to the
dataset.
The training set was selected by using the first one million tokens from the tokenized lower-case
corpus. The properties of the selected dataset reflected the nature of highly inflectional languages;
the one million tokens included 88,000 unique tokens which cover 8.8% from the dataset. 5,000
most frequent tokens covered 78.41 % from the dataset, 10k most frequent tokens 84.97 % and 20k
most common frequent tokens 90.55 %.
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Figure 5: Number of words in dataset by word length
In addition to the training data, extra 10k tokens were fetched from the same Europarl Finnish
corpus for test and validation purposes. Both training and validation datasets were pre-processed as
described above and sentences were split per line and shuffled. The training dataset sentences were
also shuffled at the beginning of each epoch.
1http://www.statmt.org/europarl
2https://opennlp.apache.org
3https://github.com/TurkuNLP/Finnish-dep-parser
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4.2 Hyper-parameters
The hyper-parameters of C2W model were set to follow the values from the original C2W proposed
by [20]. The projection layer PE ∈ RdC×|VC | for the character embeddings was set to use character
properties dC = 50. The intermediate Bi-LSTM cell states sfm and s
b
0 were both set to use dWI =|sfm| = |sb0| = 150. Word features number dW was set to 50. The language model LSTM hidden
state dL was set to 500 for both nodes. W2C decoder’s hidden state was set to |h| = 500 and
character embeddings for both cEt−1 and st were set to use dC .
Another variable that has a great influence on the model speed is the maximum length of the input
and output words: the longer the maximum length, the more inner LSTM steps must be performed
to construct the word embeddings. Fig. 5 shows the word frequency distribution by word length.
We chose the maximum word length to be 20, which covers over 98% from the training dataset.
The training was performed by using Backpropagation through time with unlimited context size
and Adam optimizer [16] with learning rate of 0.0001and norm clipping with value 2.0. Gradient
updates were performed after each time step, and language model’s LSTM states were reset before
each epoch. In order to speed up the calculation, the data was arranged into batches so that each
sample xti in the batch was a predecessor of the next sample x
t+1
i . Size of these mini-batches were
set to 150. To prevent overfitting we used dropout layers [27] after each submodel (W2C, LM, W2C)
with friction value 0.5.
4.3 Perplexity
For character-level perplexity the probability of a word is seen as a product of the probabilities
of its characters. Because C2W2C already produces categorical probability distributions by using
softmax as its output layer activation, the perplexity for C2W2C was calculated by using the received
probability distribution and getting the loss character by character. Those character losses are then
added per word, and finally, the word-level cross-entropies are combined and normalised with the
testing set size to get overall validation perplexity.
4.4 Environment
The model was trained and validated by using a single Ubuntu 14.04 server having 8GB RAM,
single Intel i5 for the model building, and one nVidia GeForce GTX 970 GPU Unit with 3.5GB
graphics memory and CUDA (cMEM and cuDNN disabled) for the model training.
The model was implemented by using Python 2.7, Theano 0.8.24 and Keras 1.0.45. The source
codes of the final C2W2C model implementation can be found at GitHub: https://github.
com/milankinen/c2w2c under MIT license.
5 Results and Analysis
The model was run by using the dataset, hyperparameters, and environment described in the previ-
ous section. In addition to C2W2C, a traditional word-level model (”Word-LSTM” onwards) was
trained for comparison. Word-LSTM had the same two-level LSTM language model as C2W2C (as
described in subsection 3.2) and typical feedforward projection layers for both inputs and outputs.
For the sake of efficiency, context vector c|dim(c)=500 was projected into 150 dimensional space
before output projection (removing 31M parameters from the model).
5.1 Quantitative analysis
5.1.1 Model Complexity and training times
As shown in Table 1 the C2W2C model operates in our experiment by using only 25% of the tradi-
tional word-level model parameters. The C2W layer, in particular, seems very useful as it reduces
the input parameters by a factor of 20 without affecting model performance negatively.
4http://deeplearning.net/software/theano
5http://keras.io
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C2W2C Word-LSTM
C2W LM W2C FF-NN LM FF-NN
0.26M 3.1M 2.04M 4.5M 3.1M 13.2M
5.41M 20.8M
Table 1: Model parameters per sub-model
However, even if there are significantly fewer parameters, the training times are roughly equal: Both
models can process approximately 900 words per second, resulting in 20 minutes per epoch with
the given training data set. However, for the C2W2C the gradient is less stable compared to the
World-LSTM model. To remendy this we had to resort to a smaller learning rate, hence requiring
more iterations for similar results.
5.1.2 Perplexity
When measured with perplexity, the classic word-level model surpasses C2W2C. With the given
dataset, word-level model achieved PP 392.28, whereas PP for C2W2C was 410.95. One possible
factor that raises the PP of C2W2C is that it gives predictions to all possible character sequence,
which means |VC |maxlen different combinations. However, the predicted vocabulary size is much
smaller. The work done in [14] eliminated this by doing an expensive normalisation over the training
vocabulary, which indeed improved character-level performance a little bit. However, such normal-
isation was not done in the scope of this study.
5.2 Qualitative analysis
5.2.1 Grammar
The following table displays some example scores (a length-normalized log-loss of the sentence,
where a lower score is better) of sentences with different properties. The bolded word w in the first
column represents the examined word and the second column lists the tested variants for w. None
of the listed sentences is found from the training dataset.
The results indicate that C2W2C can learn the stucture of Finnish grammar and capture morpholog-
ical information that is encoded into words. Especially the sense of the word (e.g. esitta¨a¨, esitti, on
esitta¨nyt’to present, presented, has presented’ ) is a property where correct words yield better scores
than incorrect ones. Same applies to inflection forms (e.g. va¨itteista¨, va¨itteilta¨, va¨itteille, ‘from
the arguments’, ‘of the arguments’, ‘for the arguments’) especially when there are more than two
subsequent words having same inflection form.
However, C2W2C is less good at predicting dual forms (whether a word is in singular or plural
form) — usually the model prefers singular forms. One possible reason for this might be the score
function; word score in C2W2C is not length-normalized, which prefers shorter singular words (e.g.
talo versus talot ‘house’ vesus ‘houses’, a¨a¨nestyksen versus a¨a¨nestyksien ‘vote’ versus ‘votes’).
Perhaps the most interesting feature of the C2W2C model is how well it can predict words that
are not part of the dataset. Whereas traditional word-level models would use an unknown token
for such words, C2W2C can give scores to the actual words as long as they do not contain any
unknown characters. For example, even if words sijoitusrahasto ‘mutual Fund’ and monivuotisella
‘multiannual’ in Table 2 do not belong to the training data, C2W2C can still assign a better scores
to the grammatical correct unseen wordform than to their morphological variants found from the
dataset!
5.2.2 Semantics
Results indicate that C2W2C can learn semantic meanings and part-of-speech information — for
example, if a verb is replaced with a noun, it usually yields worse scores than the correct sentence.
The same applies to semantics: for example, entities that can do something usually yield better
scores when placed before verbs than passive entities in the same position. However, punctuation
seems to be harder for C2W2C. Probably due to a significant number of statements and the nature
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Sentence Variants Score
<S> Olen huolestunut esitetyista¨ w . </S> va¨itteista¨* 5.143va¨ite 6.315
<S> Komission on w aloitteen . </S> esitta¨nyt* 2.972esitta¨a¨ 4.254
<S> Na¨ma¨ esitykset vaikuttavat w . </S> ja¨rkevilta¨* 5.557ja¨rkeva¨lta¨ 5.045
<S> Ta¨ma¨ w vaikuttaa kannattavalta . </S> sijoitusrahasto* 6.503sijoitusrahastot 7.605
<S> Sa¨a¨sto¨t aiotaan saavuttaa ta¨lla¨ w
ohjelmalla . </S>
monivuotisella* 6.503
monivuotista 7.658
monivuotinen 7.605
Table 2: Word variant scores (lower is better) with different inflection forms. The grammatically
correct alternative marked with *.
of the dataset the model typically assigns better scores to periods than question marks, even if the
sentence starts with a question word.
A few example sentences and their scores are shown in Table 3. The notation and used scoring are
same as in Table 2.
5.3 Sampling text with C2W2C
As an example application, the trained C2W2C model was configured to generate the Finnish polit-
ical text character by character. Two different strategies were tested: stochastic sampling and beam
search sampling. Stochastic sampling is a simple approach where given a context of words, the next
most likely word is chosen and used as a part of the context when predicting the next character.
Beam search is a heuristic search algorithm that holds k most likely word sequences and expands
them until all sequences are terminated (</S> is encountered).
Within those two strategies, beam search gave significantly better results, whereas stochastic sam-
pling usually ended up looping certain phrases. Beam search also had some phrases and words
it preferred over others, but the generated samples were much more natural, and the inflection of
words was better than with stochastic sampling. A two-layer search beam was used for the text
sampling. Individual words were sampled with the beam of k = 20, and the sampled words and
their probabilities were used with the sentence-level beam of k = 10.
The C2W2C model can produce, grammatically and semantically, sensible text, character by char-
acter. Some of the best example sentences are displayed below (capitalization was added, and extra
spaces were removed afterwards). The first two words of each sentence were given as an initial
context, and the rest of the words were sampled by the model.
<S> Haluan kiitta¨a¨ syda¨mellisesti puheenjohtajavaltio Portugalia ha¨nen mi-
etinno¨sta¨a¨n. 6 </S>
<S> Na¨ma¨ ovat eritta¨in ta¨rkeita¨ eurooppalaisia mahdollisuuksia Euroopan
Unionin ja¨senvaltioiden perustamissopimuksen yhteydessa¨.7 </S>
<S> Siita¨ huolimatta haluaisin onnitella esittelija¨a¨ ha¨nen erinomaisesta mi-
etinno¨sta¨a¨n. 8</S>
<S> Ta¨ma¨ merkitsee sita¨, etta¨ Euroopan Unionin perustamissopimuksen
voimaantulon tarkoituksena on kuitenkin va¨ltta¨ma¨to¨nta¨ eurooppalaisille ja¨senval-
tioille.9 </S>
6I would like to cordially thank the Portuguese Presidency for his report.
7These are very important European opportunities in the context of the Treaty of the European Union Mem-
ber States.
8Nevertheless I would like to congratulate the rapporteur on his excellent report.
9This means that the entry into force of the Treaty of the European Union’s aim is, however, indispensable
for the European Member States.
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Sentence Variants Score
<S> w on pyyta¨nyt uutta a¨a¨nestysta¨ . </S>
Belgia* 5.160
elokuu 6.963
ilmio¨ 5.345
<S> Parlamentti w yksimielisesti asetuksesta . </S>
pa¨a¨tti* 5.095
komissio 7.339
suuri 6.628
<S> Oletteko tietoisia , etta¨ uhka on ohi w </S>
?* 5.455
. 5.164
, 6.154
Table 3: Sentence scores (lower is better) with different semantical variants. The grammatically
correct alternative marked with *.
6 Conclusions
We propose a new C2W2C character-to-word-to-character compositional language model and es-
timate its performance compared to the traditional word-level LSTM model. The experiments and
their validations are done using Finnish language and the Europarl V7 corpus.
Our experiments are sill preliminary, however, the discoveries mainly follow the findings of [14] and
[5] — it is indeed possible to model succesfully a morphologically rich language such as Finnish
character by character and to significantly reduce model parameters, especially with large corpuses.
Larger scale experiments still need to be conducted, including other data sets and languages, to make
further conclusions from the results.
With our setup the traditional word-level model still slightly outperforms the C2W2C model in
terms of perplexity and convergence speed, but the C2W2C model compensates by successfully
handling out-of-vocabulary words. The model can also learn the Finnish grammar and assign better
scores to grammatically correct sentences than incorrect ones, even though the inflection forms in
the sentence are not present in training data. The same applies to text sampling: C2W2C can sample
grammatically and semantically correct Finnish sentences character by character.
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